
Year 5:          Autumn  1 

Link 1:   Know how draw an eye accurately 

Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/  

Contrast portrait and landscape.  

Understand the concept of a portrait and what it was used for.  

De-myth the idea that the eye is round.  

Revise their work from KS1 on eyes. 

Look at the eyes drawn and painted by famous artists in particular: The Mona Lisa; Vermeer’s Girl with a pearl 

earring.  

Focus on the size, form, shape and positioning of eyes on a head.  

Replicate the eyes of famous paintings in their sketch books.  

Create an accurate portrait picture of a famous person’s eyes.  

Write a memoir/diary/journal entry.  

 

Link 2:   Know how to draw an ear accurately 

Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/  

Revisit, shape, form, positioning of ears on a person.  

Look in detail at the shape and form.  

Look at how famous artists have painted ears: Mona Lisa; Girl with a Pearl earring; Holbein’s Henry viii; Holbein’s 

paintings of Henry’s wives; Holbein’s ambassadors.  

Focus on the size, form, shape and positioning of ears on a head.  

Replicate the ears of famous paintings in their sketch books.  

Create an accurate portrait picture of a famous person’s ears. .  

Write a memoir/diary/journal entry. 

 

Link 3:   Know how draw a mouth accurately 

Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/   



Learn about how to draw noses and mouths.  

Look at some famous paintings of noses and mouths ie all of those above.  

Write a memoir/diary/journal entry 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to draw a portrait 

Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/  

Learn about how to draw a portrait and the mathematical nature of the proportions of a face. 

Look at some famous paintings of portraits 

Replicate in their sketch books before creating a portrait of a famous person.  

Write a memoir/diary/journal entry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5:          Autumn  2 

Link 1:   Know how to evaluate the work of Holbein   

Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/  

Learn about the life and work of Hans Holbein in British galleries:  https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/artists/hans-

holbein-the-younger  

Indicate that portraits were used to convey meaning and power.  

Study the Ambassadors, the portraits of Elizabeth 1st and Tudor celebrities.  

Make annotated notes in their sketch books and think about creating a portrait with hidden meanings and images. 

Write a section of a leaflet/pamphlet  

 

Link 2:   Know how to re-create the works of Arcimboldo 

Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/  

Learn about the work of Arcimboldo. 

Use sketch books to identify how Arcimboldo created portraits.  

Create their own Arcimboldo style painting/picture/collage.  

Write a section of a leaflet/pamphlet 

 

Link 3:   Know how to create a message in a portrait 

Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/  

https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/explore/by-period/contemporary.php  Explore the national portrait gallery for 

modern portraits.  

Learn how to block background colour of portraits.  

Experiment with ideas in sketch books.  

Design a portrait with messages in it. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to draw an accurate portrait 

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/artists/hans-holbein-the-younger
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/artists/hans-holbein-the-younger
https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/explore/by-period/contemporary.php


Share read about Holbein 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/  

Revise what they have learn about portraits and the proportions of features. 

Learn about how portraits of the same person differ e.g. of Elizabeth 1 

Create their own portrait with a hidden message. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5:          Spring  1 

Link 1:   Know how to evaluate the work of Frida Kahlo 

Share read about Frida 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Learn about the life and work of Frida Kahlo. www.tate.org.uk/file/frida-kahlo-teachers-pack  

Follow the teachers’ guide from the Tate gallery.  

Revise that portraits were used to convey meaning.  

Make annotated notes in their sketch books and think about creating a portrait with hidden meanings and images. 

Write a biography  

 

Link 2:   Know how to use pencil direction to create curves 

Share read about Frida 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Learn about the life and work of Martin Ramirez.  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=martin+ramirez&qpvt=martin+ramirez&FORM=IGRE    

Revise what they already know about drawing curves and shading them in. 

Revise shadows and how to re-create them.  

Evaluate his work and experiment with using pencil direction to create the image of curves, circles foreclosing 

space.  

Create their own pencil and tone drawing depicting curves, shapes and space.  

Write a biography 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to create an eternal picture 

Share read about Frida 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Share read about Escher.  Learn about the life and work of MC Escher. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=escher&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=escher&sc=8-

6&sk=&cvid=547F8361E0404A82A2A07D8EBC4ECD4D     

In sketch books, practise some of the skills in Escher’s work.  

Create their own or adapted work.  

Write a biography 

http://www.tate.org.uk/file/frida-kahlo-teachers-pack
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=martin+ramirez&qpvt=martin+ramirez&FORM=IGRE
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=escher&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=escher&sc=8-6&sk=&cvid=547F8361E0404A82A2A07D8EBC4ECD4D
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=escher&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=escher&sc=8-6&sk=&cvid=547F8361E0404A82A2A07D8EBC4ECD4D


Year 5:          Spring  2 

Link 1:   Know how to design a William Morris replicating print 

Share read about William Morris 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Look at a range of printers from the past: William Morris. https://wmgallery.org.uk/learning/resources  

Look at his work from his gallery.  

Try to replicate a print in their sketch books.  

Think about how printers replicate a repeating pattern. 

Think of a way of making and then printing their design e.g. block prints, lino/potato prints,  

Create their own wallpaper.  

Write a section of a journal/diary/memoir.  

 

Link 2:   Know how to create a block print 

Share read about William Morris 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Learn about Japanese wood block printing.  

Compare examples with William Morris. 

Look at ‘Japanese-style’ wallpaper. http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/ladylever/exhibitions/edo-pop/  

Try to replicate some examples in their sketch books and annotate.  

Create their own print.  

Write a section of a journal/diary/memoir. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how Andy Warhol created his screen prints 

Share read about William Morris 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Learn about Andy Warhol’s screen printing.  https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-andy-warhol  

Try to replicate some examples in their sketch books and write about how the prints were completed.  

Create their own version.  

Write a section of a journal/diary/memoir. 

https://wmgallery.org.uk/learning/resources
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/ladylever/exhibitions/edo-pop/
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-andy-warhol


Year 5:          Summer  1 

Link 1:   Know how to paint movement in flames   

Share read about the Stuarts. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Look at images of fires and flames and how artists portray fire.  

Learn how to create an idea of movement in fire and flame. https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/explore/discover-

the-stuarts-and-the-civil-war/  

Learn about the colours that can be used to depict fire and flame.  

Experiment with flames in their sketch books.  

Depict flame on different papers.  

Write factual accounts  

 

Link 2:   Know how to create a painting with movement in the Flemish style    

Share read about the Stuarts. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/  

Learn about Flemish art in the 17th century.  

Learn how to depict movement and emotion in picture. https://www.nga.gov/research/online-editions/17th-

century-dutch-paintings.html   

Experiment in their sketch books and annotate the idea of how to create movement.  

Learn about the vanishing spot in a picture.  

Create a picture which shows emotion and movement.  

Write a factual account. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to create a painting to depict the Great Fire of 

London/Civil war showing movement 

Share read about the Stuarts 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn about different depictions in art about the Great Fire and the civil war. 

https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/explore/discover-the-stuarts-and-the-civil-war/
https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/explore/discover-the-stuarts-and-the-civil-war/
https://www.nga.gov/research/online-editions/17th-century-dutch-paintings.html
https://www.nga.gov/research/online-editions/17th-century-dutch-paintings.html


Appreciate and make notes as to how the artist created a sense of movement. 

Plan out a painting that shows movement and then paint the final piece.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5:          Summer  2 

Link 1:   Know how to evaluate the still life work of Louise Moillon   

https://nmwa.org/explore/artist-profiles/louise-moillon  

Share read a section of an information book about art in the 17th century 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ shape and 

form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to draw a cat and a dog/ 

composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish 

painters/ 

Look at still-life paintings by Louise Moillon. Use key words to describe the work such as landscape, still-life, 

foreground, background. Imagine they are presenting a news programme or an information programme on TV. 

Film themselves describing and evaluating the paintings.  

 

Link 2:   Know how to depict spheres and round fruit 

Share read a section of an information book about art in the 17th century 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Learn how to draw a sphere e.g. https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-a-Shaded-Sphere  

Learn how to draw fruit e.g. https://www.drawingnow.com/tutorials/119739/how-to-draw-fruits/  

https://www.ehow.com/how_4689319_draw-orange.html 

Experiment with drawing fruit in the sketch books  

 

Link 3:   Know how to use shading to create the idea of something being round 

Share read a section of an information book about art in the 17th century 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Experiment with using shading to depict roundness. https://thevirtualinstructor.com/shading-techniques-

basics.html  

Use drawing and shading skills to draw a bowl of fruit 

 

Link 4:   Know how to create a still-life composition 

Share read a section of an information book about art in the 17th century 

https://nmwa.org/explore/artist-profiles/louise-moillon
https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-a-Shaded-Sphere
https://www.drawingnow.com/tutorials/119739/how-to-draw-fruits/
https://www.ehow.com/how_4689319_draw-orange.html
https://thevirtualinstructor.com/shading-techniques-basics.html
https://thevirtualinstructor.com/shading-techniques-basics.html


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Understand the concept of composition. 

Learn how artists compose their picture before drawing their still-life. Think of why they choose to position things in 

certain places e.g. in the foreground and in the background 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to paint a still-life in the style of Louise Moillon 

Share read a section of an information book about art in the 17th century 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/ still life/ Holbein/ Andy 

Warhol/ William Morris/ Flemish painters/ 

Arrange their still-life that they will draw/paint from.  

Practise and revise the tecqniques they have learnt. 

Learn how to translate drawing of curves and shading with paint.  

Learn how to paint light and shade. 

Learn how artists put a black outline around their composition to distinguish it from the background. 

Using their techniques, create a still-life picture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


